
out to us the work that should be per-
formed and that will be acceptable in the
sight of our heavenly Father. All the works
that he requires us to perform are for our
benefit and salvation. Then, seeing that this
is the case, cannot we perform cheerfully
that which is laid upon us? I think we
should take courage and do all we do with
a cheerful heart. The Work in which we are
engaged is to prepare us and to exalt us to
enjoy the blessings that are promised to the
righteous in this world and in that which is
to come.

This is the view that I take of these mat-
ters, and I believe that it is the view gener-
ally entertained by all good brethren and
sisters. Then let us go on cheerfully and
harmoniously, remembering that we are
free to do good, but that when one party
moves in one way and another in a differ-
ent one, that produces division.

We are a people that profess to be the
people of God; and, if we are, we cannot be
divided, for his people are always one, and
if we are one, of course we will act upon
the principle of oneness, and in all things
do as we are directed, working for that
which will be for our best good both for
the present time and for the future. I know
very well that there are a great many people
who speculate in regard to the future and
calculate what is to take place; but, so far as
we are concerned, it should satisfy us to
understand the duties of the present. We
cannot reasonably, without assuming new
responsibilities, know the truth any faster
than we are ready to believe and willing to
perform it. If we knew and understood the
labors required of us today, that is sufficient
for us to know; then, if we are ready and
willing on our part to perform, that is all
that is requisite and all that will be re-
quired. Then, I will say to one and all,
let us be awake to our own interests and

welfare, and ever be ready to perform the
work that is necessary to be done for the
building up of the kingdom of God, and
we shall never be sorry for having taken the
industrious part, but if we have any fault to
find, it will be for not having done more in
the work of righteousness. In order that we
may have no regret of this kind, let us be
awake to the labors and duties of today. I
know very well that there are some people
that never get it into their minds, they do
not seem to comprehend that they can per-
form as much as they really can. When we
look at the history of men in ages that are
past and gone, we can see that there were
men called at many times to perform im-
portant works that had but little ability;
but we also see that if they put that little
ability into exercise and labored as faith-
fully as they could, they were enabled to
bring about much righteousness. We want
the same feeling and influence with us,
then we can perform the works that are re-
quired of us, and do what we do cheerfully
and with a good heart and in that manner
which will be acceptable in the sight of
High Heaven, and in this way we shall
prosper in all our laudable undertakings,
and we shall receive the blessing of our
heavenly Father and the approbation of all
good men.

From the time this Church and king-
dom was established upon the earth to the
present day, we have never been at a loss
to know what to do; but we have, at all
times and under all circumstances, had
the path of duty made plain unto us and
our individual line of duty marked out
unto us; and whenever we have taken the
counsel given, we have been prospered
and made happy, while those that have
taken a contrary course have met with dis-
appointment and been thereby rendered
very unhappy. We are all probationers,
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